
Attendance: 
Bittergrim
BlackDawg
Caldaq
Draconis
Heros
Jäger
Ilari/Draklor
LungMa
Tamararose
Wild N Woofy
Zola

Meeting Opened: 8:03pm

Horseback riding at the park suggested as a possible event by BlackDawg. The park charges $50.

Discussion about kitchen staff and supplies.
Caldaq and PanPan may not be able to help in the kitchen as they are unsure if they will be able 
to make it this year.
The kitchen has new stove/ovens.
More drink coolers may be needed, but should be easily acquired.
Bittergrim can get disposable coolers.

Archery has been approved by the park. A backstop will be needed. A foam backstop is $80-
$100, but reusable. Hay bales could also work, but need to be disposed of.
The baseball field near the end of the camp might be a good location, to avoid unaware people 
walking behind the targets.
There may be some hay bales at the park. The co-op in town has them. Jager can bring them up.

A repair kit and eyelets for the garage tents may be needed, soon. Caldaq has one.

Jäger is donating a chainsaw to the con for cutting up firewood. It should only be used by 
qualified operators.

Discussion about the fireamrs event. Skylor is still interested in running it. There should be a 
second on the range.

For registration, Wolfaya, Keefur, and/or BigScary need to be contacted to see if they are still 
willing to take care of it.

Help is needed in the kitchen. Tamara knows someone who may be able to help. Zola can help.

Predator and Prey needs someone to run it. Tamara, and Ilari would be willing. Jäger can help.

FireFeathers needs to be contacted to be able to get super-sponsor badge information to her.



The park is being rented until Tuesday for cleanup.

Jäger wants to get a group together to till an area for planting wild flowers and the like for 
Friends of Robber’s Cave State Park

Discussion about how to best accommodate smokers and non-smokers. Hopefully the rain tarp 
can be better secured this year.

Discussion about menu. Most of last year’s menu will probably be returning. Sandwiches will 
probably be removed.
The plan for the super sponsor meal is to have a traditional SCA feast; with stone soup, or the 
like, for the non Super Sponsors.
Having some backup food, such as cans of green beans or corn, would be nice for anyone who 
doesn’t like a given meal.
Rice pudding and corn mush suggested as possible breakfasts.
Fry bread and chicken and dumplings suggested for meals. A test run may be possible.
Jäger offered to make a few small meals for the vegetarians.

Terry will be continuing handling the Cleanup coordinator position.

Heros wants to have a bardic performance event down by the campfire.

Caldaq would like A Kinght’s Tale to be shown at movie night.

Jäger suggested a tractor ride.

Next Meeting:
April 7th, 2013 at 7:30pm

MESA Meeting at Wild Nights:
April 28th, 2013 at 8pm

Meeting Closed: 10:46pm


